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IF CORONA WAS NUCLEAR
Birimwiragi Namogo Didier, DRCongo; April, 2020.

COVID19 was a sudden event, an enemy that sowed itself in life suddenly. Responding to it very
quickly therefore seems to be a challenge.
The nuclear explosion, on the other hand, is a prepared event: People with high-level intellectual
capacity take their time to prepare it. On the side of CTBTO, thanks to its technology, it monitors these
events in real time.
So, if COVID2019 were a nuclear explosion:
1. How can such event happen?
Such event is impossible to achieve, especially if CTBTO exists and is in operation. The work
provided by CTBTO is enormous and based on scientific experiments and bases. Thus CTBTO knows
all the countries holding nuclear weapons and is ready to detect if an explosion takes place. Given that,
the countries possessing nuclear weapons proceed by tests to see the capacity of their weapons.
CTBTO by detecting a Nuclear Test is already able to know what will be the level of destruction of this
weapon and something that can happen in the future (nuclear explosion) would already be predicted by
CTBTO.
Such a situation can therefore happen if humans, themselves through their unwillingness, end CTBTO's
work, by depriving it of fundings and / or support.
2. What are the consequences of such event?
We did not know which country the COVID19 pandemic will come from, we also did not know who
would be struck and who would not be.
COVID19 has struck the human population of the world starting with the rich countries. He chose
neither race, social rank, nor geographic location. He even managed to eliminate doctors and great
scientists in pharmacy and medicine.
Some heads of state wanted to minimize the situation when the disease had not yet caused great
damage to their countries. However, when it started to ravage their countries, these heads of state
understood that the disease had no choice over anyone.
In the absence of the work provided by CTBTO, a nuclear explosion can occur suddenly and that, from
a region which nobody knows. The removal will be catastrophic and can even exterminate its own
manufacturers. It will not choose race, wealth or poverty, or geographic location. What is shame is that
the great damage of the explosion will start with the country which manufactures or which has tested
the army. The spread of contamination could be difficult to control as it was initially unplanned.
We think that the consequences can be more disastrous than those of COVID19, because the problem is
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that the radioactivity that can be produced by the nuclear explosion takes everything without leaving
anything: humans, animals, plants and even the soil. What can make that in addition to the destruction
of the current generation, the future generations will also be destroyed.
3. What needs to be done to avoid such a disaster?
It is essential that all the heads of state in the world understand that the work provided by CTBTO is
crucial for the survival of present and future generations, so they should be aware of supporting the
work of this great institution by ratifying the treaty, by paying their membership fees and by regularly
participating in CTBTO activities. Such wisdom is really love for everyone, for their homeland and for
themselves, because no one knows which country can cause a nuclear explosion, as the stagnation of
COVID19 occurred from China to inattention from everyone.

